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ENTRY FORM FOR CATEGORY 1: DEMONSTRATING MARKETING EXCELLENCE
AND CATEGORY 2: JOINT MARKETING PROJECT OF THE YEAR
Please complete this section if you are entering Categories 1 and/or 2 only. Please note these details will be
used for all future correspondence regarding this specific entry. All fields are compulsory. This information
will be used for publicity, therefore please ensure all sections are completed accurately.

Title

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Mr

First Name

June

Surname

Francois

Job Title

Head of Marketing

Organisation Name

Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum Wales

Dr

Other

Organisation Address Cathays Park
Town

Cardiff

Postcode

CF10 3NP

Contact Number

(029) 2057 3176

Email

june.francois@museumwales.ac.uk

Twitter account @

amgueddfacymru

Organisation Profile/Overview (100 words maximum)
Amgueddfa Cymru leads the marketing strand of the People's Collection Wales. This is a website that is
dedicated to discovering the story of Wales and its people providing a dynamic and bilingual experience that
is full of fascinating photographs, documents, stories and videos detailing the history and heritage of Wales and it's free to use! The project is funded by the Welsh Government and is led by a federated partnership
consisting of three national heritage bodies - National Museum Wales, the National Library of Wales and the
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales.

CATEGORY ENTERED (please click):
Category 1 – Demonstrating Marketing Excellence
Public libraries

Further education libraries

Higher education libraries

Health libraries

Archives

Museums

Category 2 – Joint Marketing Project of the Year
Joint Marketing Project of the Year

The total word count for the section below must not exceed 2500 words. A maximum of two additional
documents may be submitted to support your entry not exceeding 5MB in total or provided as a ZIP file.
Alternatively please provide relevant links.

Project title
Enter the title or name of the marketing project – this will be included in all relevant publicity.

People's Collection Wales Digital Marketing Campaign

Context
Describe the background/reason for this project. What challenges or opportunities were you faced with?

The People's Collection Wales website is unique as a non-commercial user-generated shared resource on the
history and culture of Wales that brings together the collections and expertise of three national heritage
partner organisation, and items from local and regional museums, archives and libraries, community groups
and individuals.
A marketing strategy established in 2011 had as its key objective to capture the voice of the ordinary person
in order to increase contributions from the general public to build on content already provided by national
institutions.
Editorial coverage obtained in local and regional newspapers was the main tactic employed on the basis that
they have an older readership and tend to be read by people who are very engaged with their local
community, and that an older generation are likely to have interesting of photos of local historic events.
A series of award-winning media campaigns have taken place over the last three years in local weekly and
regional newspapers and broadcast media outlets. These were successful in personalising the experience of
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What is a SMART objective? Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time-bound

During this period a programme of technical improvements was being planned to improve the user
experience and to keep apace with changes in technology. The website was re-launched in spring 2014 with
An enormous amount of content exists on the People’s Collection Wales website and the main aim of the
new tools and features to improve the online experience for user-generated contributions. As an online
marketing campaigns has always been to raise the profile of the breadth of content that is available. One of
resource with new online features it made sense to change tack and prioritise digital marketing channels for
the main marketing objectives has always been to build website traffic, but the new social media focus meant
raising awareness of People's Collection Wales and to encourage user-generated contributions from
that this content-led approach could be extended to initiate conversations to create social engagement.
community organisations and individuals around Wales.
Google Analytics would be used to gauge the effectiveness of different social media channels. A list of
content themes were drawn up for a series of campaigns commencing in August 2014. The ‘Discover’ was
Nowadays digital marketing is similar to traditional marketing with a plethora of different platforms to
launched in August and was delivered with help externally, whilst the Autumn and Winter themes were
choose from. This means the challenge for today's marketer is to select the most effective digital platform to
handled internally.
deliver the objectives of a marketing campaign.

Strategy & Planning
Outline the strategy taken to achieve your objectives and justify your marketing approach – did you
undertake any research for example; have your developed new or existing partnerships; did you target a
new audience or try a new approach to promoting your services?

Learning from the experience of the successful press campaigns that had also led on content, and recognising
that each social media channel had its particular strengths and weaknesses, it was decided initially to
concentrate on using Twitter and Facebook, and then evaluate each of these through Google Analytics in
order to inform the approach for the next set of themes.
There is an audience development objective to diversify audiences for both the website and the related
community training programme. The community training continues to be supported with traditional printed
materials which are popular with trainees. A priority for the online marketing activity was to target new
users.

Tactics and Implementation
Set out the plan of activities undertaken to implement the strategy and evidence these over time and
against budget. Include examples if appropriate – you may append or link to two additional pieces of
supporting evidence – if internet links are included please ensure these will remain live until March 2015.
What promotional activity did you undertake; did you use social media and/or traditional media?

The Twitter handle is @pplscollection and @casgliadywerin and Facebook page is casgliadywerincymru
Peoplescollectionwales.
The 'Discover' campaign month-long campaign ran between 11th August - 7th September and was run on a
highly focussed basis with the specific goal of boosting website visits by 20%. The campaign engaged with
influencers identified as individuals and institutions with potential to share the content with their own
audiences. This ranged from libraries, sports teams, and other digitisation projects. As the campaign
objective was to drive traffic to the site, links to specific images were embedded within the posts, rather than
posting the image itself. Five updates were posted per day. Ten separate themes were covered during this
period: National Eisteddfod, First World War Centenary, Fishing, Festivals, Football, Rugby, Circuses,
Summer
Holidays, Patagonia and Weddings.
Results/Measurements/Outcomes
Present the results of the project, state whether your aims and objectives were achieved and if they were

The Autumn and Winter campaigns were themed by seasonal events and anniversaries. The Autumn themes
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Capitalising on the social media activity generated by Archive Week on Twitter, the popular hashtag
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From the end of November, there have been a number of posts relating to Christmas including Christmas
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sessions suggesting that increased social media activity is successful in driving traffic to the site.
The autumn themes were also analysed in terms of reach, retweets, likes, shares on Facebook and

Date of Project
Provide the start and (if appropriate) finish dates of the project.

11th August 2014 - 31st December 2014
Summary
Provide a brief summary of your project (approx. 150 words) to be used for promotional purposes on the
website, social media, etc.

A re-launched People's Collection Wales website in spring 2014 with new tools and features to improve the
online experience was used as an opportunity to prioritise digital marketing channels for raising awareness
of the website and to encourage user-generated contributions from community organisations and individuals
around Wales. The breadth of content available on the website was celebrated by pursuing a content-led
marketing approach using themes. Google Analytics was used for the evaluation of the monthly campaigns
for assessing the effectiveness of Twitter and Facebook in terms of reach and social engagement. Constant
monitoring of the effectiveness of each channel has resulted in an increase of 19% of Twitter followers and
an increase of 42% of Facebook likes, with Facebook now prioritised as the main campaign tool. The
campaign evaluation has also led to the creation of a new Tumblr account for targeting the under 25 age
group.

ENTRY FORM FOR CATEGORY 3 – MARKETING CHAMPION OF THE YEAR
Please complete this section if you are entering Category 3. Entries must be nominated by a manager
or equivalent – you cannot self-nominate. The nominee must give consent to be nominated.
Please tick the relevant box below Library Marketing Champion
Archives Marketing Champion
Museum Marketing Champion
Name of Nominator
Job Title
Organisation Name
Organisation Address
Contact Number
Email
Twitter account @

Why are you nominating this person?
The total word count for the section below must not exceed 1000 words. A maximum of two additional
documents may be submitted to support your entry not exceeding 5MB in total or provided as a ZIP file.
Alternatively please provide relevant links.

• Notable achievements

• Challenges and barriers overcome

• Differences made to the service

• New partnerships

• Examples of innovative or creative working

• Examples of engaging colleagues in marketing

Contact Details of Nominee
Name of Nominee
Job Title
Organisation Name
Organisation Address
Contact number
Email
Twitter Account @

Please submit the entry form and any additional documents to jane.purdie@wrexham.gov.uk and
nicola.williams@wrexham.gov.uk by 30th January 2015.

SUBMIT
Thanks for entering the Marketing Excellence Awards 2015.

